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Discourage litigation. Persuade your neighbors to
compromise whenever you can. Point out to them how the
nominal winner is often a real loser
in fees,
expenses, and waste of time.

—

Abraham Lincoln

I.

A VISION OF FUTURE JUSTICE

In 2020 justice in Massachusetts will be much transformed

yet much the same. Its sameness will derive from adherence to

principles (freedom, fairness, and due process) that have secured
the foundations of justice in Massachusetts for 300 years. Its

transformation will come in significant part from the greater use
of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) processes, still

consistent with those fundamental principles, yet as varied and
different as necessary to fit the types of disputes 30 years
hence

While the task force does not presume to forecast which
dispute resolution (DR) processes will find special favor with
the disputants of 2020, we offer the following model of an

improved system of dispute resolution.

Democracy is premised on several basic notions. One such

notion is that in a democratic society every individual has basic
responsibility for his or her own destiny. An element of that

responsibility is the effective resolution of conflict, one of
1

the inescapable threads in the fabric of everyday life.
although public and private providers will offer

a

dispute resolution services, the individual will be

In 2020,

panoply of
a

much more

fully responsible participant in the process of peaceably

resolving his or her own conflicts. Greater control will reside

with disputants themselves.

In the future, alternative dispute resolution processes such
as mediation, arbitration, and case evaluation will increasingly

be seen as effective alternatives to trial; there will be a

special emphasis on participatory processes which seek consensus
and common ground.

Similarly, in all dispute resolution, the

primary objective will be the honest recognition and disposition
of underlying issues, and not just the treatment of symptoms.

Disputants will be given

a

range of options for effectively

resolving their disputes.

The impetus for this changed world will derive in large part
from an increased acceptance of these and related objectives. It
will also come from an increasingly well-informed and cost-

conscious public that will welcome educated judgments about which

disputes warrant

a

traditional trial, a limited and expensive

resource even in 2020. Thus the institutionalization of ADR will
stem from a variety of objectives, and not, as some critics

2

suggest, merely from the need to combat congested dockets and

relieve overburdened judges.

The centerpiece of the task force's vision of this justice

system of the future is the comprehensive justice center (CJC)
The CJC, of which there will be a network across the
Commonwealth, will resemble a marriage between a court and an

administrative office of today, with salient similarities and
important differences. Like the courts of today the CJCs will be
operated, financed and managed by the Commonwealth. They will

house facilities for processing civil complaints, as well as
minor criminal matters directed there by police and other
criminal justice agencies.

There the resemblance ends. The CJCs will be the dispute-

screening and referral centers of the Massachusetts justice
system and the providers of court annexed dispute resolution
services. Each CJC will act as the point of initial contact for
all cases other than serious criminal matters. As quickly as

disputes enter the CJC they will be evaluated and redirected.
Some will be sent "in house," to judges, mediators, arbitrators,

mini-trial adjudicators, etc. Others may be sent outside, to

neighborhood justice centers, to social service agencies, and to
a range of other commercial and non-profit DR providers.

Thereafter the CJC will track the dispute's progress along that
particular pathway to justice.
3

The judicial branch will operate and manage the CJC network.
The CJCs, in turn, will exercise oversight and quality control

functions with respect to the universe of court annexed and

private DR providers to whom they refer cases. Almost all cases
will enter the system through the CJC. While fewer cases will go
to trial in 2020, those that do will be conducted in the CJC
itself.

Thus, by 2020 the justice system will be wearing an

important new hat. As well as adjudicating disputes it will

manage a vast array of public DR services. Justice system
personnel, both judges and others, will be skilled, trained, and

committed to matching the problem to the appropriate forum. They
will long since be persuaded of the virtues of a variety of DR
options both within and without the courts.

Within the CJC will be

a

staff of user-oriented

professionals, one which welcomes the public to the DR process as
participants.

(Not incidentally, the public's trust and

confidence will grow geometrically with each year of this new
customer service model.) Skilled neutrals will provide

professional services as judges, mediators, arbitrators, case
evaluators, and mini-trial presiders.

The task force envisions a number of other now-unknown job

descriptions in the CJC of the future. Intake counselors will
4

educate and inform walk-in disputants. Cultural interpreters will
be available to serve a multi-ethnic, multi- lingual population.

Where necessary the intake counselor will help translate problems
into claims and complaints. He or she will also manage the actual

referral of disputes to the appropriate form of DR, in the CJC or
elsewhere. Ambiguous or especially complex matters will be

diverted to a screening counselor who will meet with the

parties

—

CJC Rules c. 2020 will allow parties to meet their

attendance obligations via interactive video links

—

to clarify

issues and explore all DR options. Because screening counselors

will be trained mediators many cases will be resolved at that
initial conference.

CJC processes will be swift, efficient, and readily

understandable. Most business will arrive via communicator
screens, as widely available and as easy to use in 2020 as the

telephone is today. Walk-ins will be encouraged. Once screened
and referred disputes will be tracked by case managers who will

take personal interest in and responsibility for individual cases
and will ensure timely and appropriate action. As a result of

this hands-on tracking, "re-referrals" will be possible as cases

initially appropriate for one path, e.g., arbitration, change in

character and become better suited to another, e.g., mediation.

Technology will play an important role in this new world. We
have already mentioned the interactive video technology
5

("communicator screens") that will provide access to the CJC from
home, office, or street corner. Equipped with facsimile

transmission capabilities, able to translate all major languages
instantly, access to justice through such devices will be as

simple as pressing the JUSTICE key. In addition, expert systems
and other artificial intelligence programs will be available to

help one or more disputants analyze and evaluate conflicts,
explain various DR methods, and even suggest possible remedies.
In actual DR forums long-distance participation by one or more

parties will be possible in both two-dimensional (interactive
video) and three-dimensional (hologram) formats. The net result
of this technological innovation will be enhanced, more

affordable and convenient access.

By 2020 another important piece of the disputing puzzle will
be in place: educational programs aimed at changing attitudes

about conflict and how best to address it. From the pre-

elementary years onward schooling will impress upon our children
the value of constructive problem solving, of mutual admission of
fault, and of finding mutually acceptable solutions. Different

expectations about the appropriate role of adjudication and other
forms of DR will emerge. Schools will also require basic

education in DR methods, ensuring that every citizen of the

Commonwealth has at least

a

rudimentary understanding of

negotiation and mediation. Conflict will be minimized. Where

6

disputes cannot be prevented they frequently will be resolved by
the disputants without resort to any external DR service.

Education about DR theory and practice will not be limited
to primary and secondary schools. Consistent with its

responsibility to provide the highest quality justice at
reasonable cost, the justice system, in partnership with the bar,
will devise and implement programs to train lawyers and inform

parties about the use of ADR options. Beyond that, bench and bar
will take a leadership role in encouraging the acceptance of new

dispute-resolving techniques among the public, and perhaps even
in the invention of ever-more innovative methods to address the

unforeseeable disputes of the future.

Although its components are several the vision is simple.
Public attitudes about disputes and their resolution will be
radically different. Those conflicts that do reach the level of
"disputes" will be individually screened and referred early.

Unlike today, the forum will be matched to the case. The multiple
avenues to justice will ensure that problems

—

not symptoms

—

are honestly addressed. Litigation, though unlikely to be absent

from the world of 2020, will be less fashionable. Justice will be

more effective, more affordable, and more satisfying.

7

II. ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION: PAST AND PRESENT

The task force is aware that visions and scenarios such as

these are likely to be met with suspicion, even incredulity, in
some quarters. We concede that such an ideal may seem unlikely to

those who are largely unfamiliar with present and future dispute
resolution innovations. Even the task force, after a year-and-a-

half of immersion in this and other visions of a better DR world,
was occasionally beset with skepticism. Such skepticism was
short-lived. Our willingness to suggest the unorthodox, to

advance the premise of the growth of alternative dispute
resolution, is well grounded. Undeniable trends and excellent

theoretical arguments for DR innovation aside, there is

a

still-

better reason to expand our dispute resolution horizons: the

public interest.

Public Preferences

A fundamental truth often overlooked by those outside and
inside the justice system is that quality justice is justice

which puts the user first. Today, consumer preferences and
satisfaction all too often take

a

back seat to the preferences of

attorneys and court personnel, or just to keeping the system
afloat.

8

As part of its work the Chief Justice's Commission on the

Future of the Courts retained

a

national public opinion firm to

educate the Commission about public preferences concerning the
future of justice in the Commonwealth. The findings with respect

to alternative dispute resolution were striking.

When asked about their support for court-annexed mediation
84% of the population sample expressed either support (36%) or

strong support (48%) for the idea. When presented with a

hypothetical consumer/retailer dispute only one in five

Massachusetts residents surveyed expressed

a

preference for

having the dispute adjudicated. 37% said they would prefer to

work with a court-provided mediator and

4

0% indicated a

preference for resolution in a community mediation center.

As compelling as these preferences are, the task force was

even more surprised by another indicator of public support for
ADR: the willingness to pay for it. When asked whether or not

they felt it was important to spend tax dollars on having the
courts provide a variety of options for resolving disputes, 69%
of the public surveyed said it was important (30%) or very

important (39%)

While support for public funding of community-based DR
services was not as great, still more than half (54%) of

9

Massachusetts residents surveyed felt it was important (25%) or
very important (27%) to do so.

Stronger indicators are difficult to imagine. The average

Massachusetts citizen today, and we assume in the future,
supports (and is willing to pay for) greater choice in how he/she

resolves disputes.

Before further describing the current and future climate for

DR diversity it may be helpful to consider briefly the origins of
the ADR "movement."

Origins and Impetus

Dispute resolution is as old as mankind. In its most

primitive incarnation DR was predictable both in form (fighting)
and result (victory to the strongest)

.

While notions of fairness

and justice may be equally primeval, formalized justice

certainly adjudication

—

—

and

does not appear until very near the end

of the timeline on which human evolution is charted.

The United States had the exceedingly good fortune to be

equipped from birth with a justice system already laboratorytested in England for some 500 years. Its cornerstone was the
adversarial resolution of disputes. The chance to be heard,

advocacy of opposing positions, and judgment handed down by
10

impartial decision-makers produced

a level of

justice unrivaled

in the world at that time, or perhaps at any time. In both theory

and practice that system is little changed today.

Alternatives to the adversarial/adjudicatory model have of

course co-existed with adjudication from the beginning.
Negotiation, perhaps the most obvious alternative to
adjudication, is an ancient example. In the late 60s a variety of
less formal alternatives to adjudication coalesced in the United
States. The phenomenon was rooted in a number of sources,

including ADR methods widely used in labor-management relations,
the interest of the then-Chief Justice of the United States, and

the support of lay groups committed to more efficient, quicker,

more affordable conflict resolution. In the twenty-plus years
that followed, what became known as the ADR movement grew into
maturity.

The impetus for this development has been varied. Obviously

the movement has grown in part as

a

response to dissatisfactions

with more traditional conflict-resolving institutions. These
dissatisfactions have much to do with adjudication's inherent
cost and time. Another source of support for ADR has been the

courts themselves, some of which have sought to reduce bulging

dockets through alternatives to adjudication. The task force
strongly believes that while both objectives are legitimate, the
former deserves the greater emphasis. Providing simple,
11

effective, problem-resolution settings and methods is

a

critical

objective in its own right. If the result is the relief of court

congestion then that is

a

welcome windfall.

ADR Techniques Generally

In the United States and Massachusetts a wide assortment of

ADR processes are employed with increasing frequency in a variety
of forums and settings. These include the familiar (mediation,

arbitration and negotiation) and some less well-known relative

newcomers (med-arb, facilitation, minitrial, neutral evaluation,

the multi-door courthouse, private judging, ombudsman, and
summary jury trials)

.

A glossary is attached as an appendix to

this report.
j

Variations on most of these processes abound. They are in

use in predictable and unexpected places. They are variously
funded by private parties and institutions, courts, foundations,

government agencies, municipalities, universities, and others.

The use of ADR in courts around the country is widespread.

ADR programs are established or emerging in trial courts at all
levels, state and federal, and occasionally in appeals courts.

The movement is buoyed by the enthusiasm of parties who have used

ADR techniques, and by the courts that have found them
successful
12

There are many community mediation programs across the land.

Characterized by extensive use of trained and supervised
volunteers, community mediation programs aim to provide neutral
forums and assistance to people with basic disagreements. They
are used in domestic disputes, landlord-tenant matters, small

claims settings, criminal show-cause proceedings, and many other
situations. Like other kinds of ADR, community mediation is too

often funded in a fairly ad hoc fashion.

ADR in Massachusetts

Proposing a vision of justice for Massachusetts that employs

ADR more consistently, widely and imaginatively is responsive to
the public's needs and wants. Where it is employed in the

departments of the trial court, in administrative offices of the
executive branch, in thirty or more community mediation programs,

ADR can fairly be said to be accepted in Massachusetts. Indeed,
its limited use to date has propelled the movement into the next

phase, that of determining how to dovetail more completely

historical successes with the future needs of the public and the
courts.

The District Court Department of the Massachusetts Trial

Court is arguably the ADR leader among the seven departments. In
1975, the District Court began to pursue actively programs aimed

at providing court-annexed mediation services. Many of the sixty13

nine district courts now offer such services. Just as important

to the court is the promotion of a partnership between the court
and the earlier-mentioned community mediation centers. Created by

the legislature in 1988 and operating under the able leadership
of the Court's Mediation Program, a District Court Community

Mediation Board establishes training guidelines and standards for
mediators, and advises the chief justice of the court on the

allocation of funds to programs.

In the Superior Court Department experimental programs in

Suffolk, Middlesex and Hampden counties offer various forms of

ADR in a variety of contexts. In part

a

response to time

standards requiring the [relatively] prompt disposition of civil
matters, the programs include: the Suffolk Superior Court

Mediation Program; an effort in Lowell to dispose of 1,000 old
civil matters through the volunteer efforts of the Lowell Bar

Association; and an American College of Trial Lawyers (ACTL)

volunteer program to resolve some of the 4,500 backlogged, pretime standards cases.

The Middlesex Multi-Door Courthouse (MMDC) deserves special

mention as the only program in the Superior Court offering

a

variety of DR processes. The key characteristic of the MMDC is an
individual case screening conference to explore referral options.

Begun in March 1990, the MMDC has handled 1,400 cases to date,

with generally-acknowledged success.
14

Other ADR programs exist in the Probate and Family Court

(a

disputing environment perhaps especially well suited to nonad judicatory DR)

,

the Housing Court, and the Boston Municipal

Court

ADR in Massachusetts is not solely the province of the
judicial branch. The Massachusetts Office of Dispute Resolution
(MODR)

t

until 1990 the Massachusetts Mediation Service, is the

agency charged with coordinating ADR services in various

executive offices (Communities and Development, Environmental
Affairs)

,

departments (Public Utilities) and the Massachusetts

Commission Against Discrimination. MODR also facilitates ADR
programs in the Suffolk County Superior Court and facilitates the

resolution of some public policy disputes.

Finally, the Attorney General's office is also a player in

the Commonwealth's ADR environment. Home to a new ADR Task Force,

provider of financial resources to community mediation via the
Consumer Protection Division, and actively interested in

promoting mediation in the schools, the Attorney General's office
is an important locus for ADR in Massachusetts. The future

promises even more.

15

III. TRENDS : SIGNPOSTS TO THE FUTURE

Trends are patterns of change over time. While the future
cannot be known, trends evident today and their implications for

tomorrow are the best available indicators of what may lie ahead.
Both broad societal trends and trends in the law inform us about
the disputing environment of 2020. Our vision of the future does
not rest on the laurels of the Commonwealth's ADR accomplishments
to date. Rather, it is the implications of trends already evident

that suggest the scope of innovations to come.

The Commission on the Future of the Courts has spent

considerable time identifying and pondering such trends. While
the entire inventory will be reproduced elsewhere, the task force
will merely mention a handful of macro-trends which seem likely
to affect the disputing environment. Some "preferred" trends

include the flourishing of information technology; economic

globalization; a much more multi-racial/multi-ethnic society;

world peace; and the abolition of nuclear arms. Among negative
trends identified by the Commission are: changing family values;
increased conflict between "haves" and "have nots;" domestic

violence on the rise; increasing crime; decreasing tolerance,
etc.

Broad justice trends also deserve mention. Among the
positive ones are: the greater use of ADR; greater integration of
16

the justice system; increased access to justice via technology;

greater judicial branch autonomy; greater public involvement in
the administration of justice; and public education re dispute
resolution. Dystopian trends include: increasingly heavy case
loads; decreasing resources; a diminution in public trust; rise
of private justice systems; system inertia; increased reliance on

courts to solve social problems; and more crime.

What do such obviously-conflicting trends portend for the
future of disputing and DR? While space will not allow a

discussion of each, the task force suggests that one macro-trend
with obvious implications for DR is the trend towards true racial
and ethnic heterogeneity in American society. Growth rates for
U.S. Caucasians are slowing. By 2030 the white population may

have grown an additional 30 million, but other races will
increase far faster. African-Americans will add 14 million to

their numbers and Asians and Pacific Islanders will grow by 16
million, an increase of 300% over 1990. Hispanic populations will

continue to increase dramatically. Immigration will account for

a

significant portion of all growth.

Such trends pose real challenges for DR futurists. While the

implications may be obvious

(a

multi-ethnic society comprised of

populations with very different disputing experiences)

recommended judicial system responses are not. One approach to
such a future might be programs designed to match disputants with
17

specially tailored, culturally familiar DR processes. However,

a

recent past-Chairman of the ABA Litigation Section argues for the

opposite approach: traditional Anglo-American adjudication.

Michael Tigar maintains that cultural pluralism poses

a real

challenge to consensus-based DR processes because cross-cultural

disputes will seldom share common principles of decision making.

Thus his support for adversary justice, which, he argues, is

1

a

culturally neutral process.

Trends and conundrums such as these point-up the inherent
appeal of the comprehensive justice center. A trained intake

screener might direct a dispute between two Asian Americans to
mediation. A cross-cultural dispute, however, might be better

suited to adjudication. The CJC, which will provide access to

both DR techniques, offers the flexibility and adaptability for

which our multi-cultural future argues.

Other trends relevant to the future of disputes and

disputing warrant mention.

Economic trends are both encouraging and discouraging.

Internationalization of the economy will create greater potential
for complex commercial and financial transactions. While a single
global market may one day emerge, it seems likely that a single
set of rules and standards will come much later. An increasingly

18

international economy might produce

a

greater reliance on new and

existing international DR forums.

Poverty at home is likely to continue, indeed to grow. As

the middle class is eroded, with movement towards opposing ends
of the economic spectrum, economic and social polarization is

likely to be the result. Competition for resources, manifest in

everything from state budget allocation conflicts to social

discord growing out of hunger and homelessness, is likely to
increase.

The natural environment also promises to generate

intractable challenges and disputes. In a world still organized

by nation-state but more regionalized by common interest, the

potential for international or inter-regional environmental

disputes will increase. Conflicts based on waste disposal,
pollution, resource allocation, and the like, seem inevitable. It
is implausible to assume that national and international courts

as they exist today will be able to cope with the qualitatively

different business that the future will send their way. While
some of these qualitative changes are already occurring

—

e.g.,

the courts' increasingly innovative responses to asbestos-related

disputes

—

the courts will need to be innovative indeed to

address effectively the demands posed by international water-

rights cases, for example. Although ADR is not a panacea for such

19

problems, the task force does see ADR as an essential component
in any strategy to respond to them.

Technology holds great promise. Among the promises is
improved communication, as described in the task force's vision.
The logistical difficulty of bringing together parties, counsel,
and information will be greatly reduced. The ability of

technology to overcome geographical distance through the
transmission of two-dimensional interactive video and threedimensional holographic images will have a major impact on the
ease of organizing

a

dispute resolution session.

The promise also resides in technology's ability to
organize, clarify and present data. The complexity of information
is often the source of conflict,

insofar as it leads to error,

confusion, misunderstanding and accusation. If technology can be

made to assist in the examination of assumptions and the

reasonableness of inferences it will have done disputants

a real

service. A similar service would lie in its ability to help sort
out non-problems and allow focus on real differences. Expert

systems and other forms of artificial intelligence will, by 2020,
offer considerable assistance to neutrals even in

a

routine slip-

and-fall case, where confusion results in conflicting diagnoses,
financial projections, and witness accounts of key events.

20

Finally, bioengineering technology poses especially

interesting prospects for future disputes. Wendy Schultz of the
Hawaii Research Center for Future Studies offers the following

visionary scenario:
In a future of bioengineered and genetically altered
human beings, disputes would arise between the haves,
fashionably reconstructed in the race du jour, and the
have nots, unable to afford reconstruction and stuck in
the race into which they were born. Reverse
discrimination would develop a plethora of legal
meanings. It would also enable interesting forms of
business and personal fraud and forgery: entire bodies
could be forged, not merely signatures. Family conflicts
would also be much more complex as families themselves
were more complex, with diverse combinations of
bioparents, education and profession parents, surrogate
parents, clone parents/siblings, inter-species parents,
and in general a greatly extended legal definition of
"family." Divorce, adoption, spouse/child abuse, and
similar family conflicts would take on new forms.
Finally, those who do cross over the boundaries of
species and organism will experience norm, value, and
behavior conflicts beside which those currently
experienced by immigrants will pale. 2

Clearly, non-conventional DR will play an important role in such
a

distinctly non-conventional future.

Finally, in a more familiar vein, it may be helpful to

review an old but promising trend in ADR itself: innovation. The

National Institute for Dispute Resolution's (NIDR) Innovation
Fund is presently supporting, among other projects:
"A program at Child Find of America in which trained
family mediators are counseling parents by telephone to
help resolve conflicts that lead them to abduct their
children.
.

At Boston University, health professionals are being
trained in mediation and facilitation in the first-of-its
.
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kind project to use doctors, nurses, hospital managers,
clergy, and other professionals to mediate conflicts in
hospital settings.
.
In several pilot cities, veteran elected officials,
with the help of the National League of Cities, are
helping city council members focus on common interests
rather than differences as a way of reaching agreement on
tough issues.

At the University of New Mexico School of Law, a team
.
of experts in law, medical ethics, and dispute resolution
are developing a handbook on the use of mediation and
facilitation by hospital ethics committees.
In Boise, Idaho, the Sounding Board, a community
mediation organization, is developing and testing a
mediation intervention strategy to prevent high-risk
families from losing their homes owing to unforeseen
circumstances
.

.
At Albany Law School, scholars are assessing how a new
program would help emerging high-tech companies settle
disputes outside of courts and thus avoid the sometimes
crippling costs of litigation.

.
In Washington, D.C., the Pension Rights Resource Center
is developing a dispute resolution method for settling
private pension claims.

.
In Eugene, Oregon, a unique service is documenting the
results of open adoptions whose terms were mediated
between the biological and adoptive parents of the
children.

.
In Raleigh, North Carolina, the state's pickle growers
and its farmworkers' legal services organization are
attempting to develop a method for resolving disputes
between migrant farmworkers and employers."*

The foregoing review of trend is not dispositive. Our

objective is merely to illuminate some of the ways in which the
future will be different, and how those differences will affect

disputes and their resolution. The section that follows sets
forth some of the methods by which the bridge to the future might
be built.
22

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS: ACHIEVING THE VISION

The task force's vision will not become a reality overnight.
Some steps can be accomplished in the near-term (1-5 years) while

others will take much longer. More important than any single step
is consistent forward movement toward a high-quality,

comprehensive, options-based, public system for resolving
disputes.

A.

Institutionalizing Variety in Dispute Resolution

1.

Comprehensive Justice Centers

-

Fundamental to the task

force's vision is the comprehensive justice center (CJC)

noted in Section
a

I,

.

As

•

the concept behind the CJC is providing from

single location access to a whole range of DR options both

before and after any case is filed. Counseling, dispute
screening, referral, on-site adjudicatory and non-ad judicatory
DR, are just a few of the services which the CJC will provide.

CJCs will be located across the Commonwealth, and, as we have
said, will be accessed either in person or from remote locations,
i.e. home, office, community center justice kiosks, etc.

In creating such a network the task force recommends

considering the adaptation of existing facilities. District
courts, for instance, are numerous and widely located. Although

designed for adjudicatory proceedings only, space for other DR
23

processes could be designed into the major rehabilitation of the
Commonwealth's courthouses which will occur over the next 30
years.

The task force recommends building on existing ADR

innovations and programs in the Commonwealth. They are not only

valuable near-term models for DR methods; they are also effective
laboratories for collecting ADR data, e.g., determining which
conflicts are most appropriate to which DR procedures, which
stages of a conflict are best suited to which DR technique, and

how screening can best be accomplished. Accordingly, the task
force recommends the creation of

a

network of CJCs

easily accessed multi-option justice

2.

.

committed to

.

Funding - Central to this vision is the af f ordability of

justice. The choice of DR process must not be dictated by ability

to pay. Thus, like today's courts, the CJCs must be publicly

funded

.

The task force does envision, however, an important future

role for private DR services, both commercial and non-profit. We

emphasize that what the task force proposes here is not a twotiered system in which monied "haves" opt for private justice
while poorer "have nots" are shunted off to the state system. To
the contrary, private DR providers are expected to work in

concert with CJCs to meet the demand for varied services. Nor
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will ADR become another costly "hoop" through which the poor must
jump as an antecedent to adjudication. Virtually all cases will

originate in the CJC; costs will be borne by the Commonwealth.

3. Mandatory Use of ADR Procedures - Alternative dispute

resolution has the capacity to address conflict fairly,
creatively, affordably, and in a timely fashion. Often the result
for the disputant is a much higher level of satisfaction

certainly a much lower level of frustration

—

—

than from many

adjudicatory proceedings. Yet parties unfamiliar with ADR
procedures are often and understandably reluctant to use them.
Accordingly, we believe that required participation in ADR is

appropriate under certain circumstances.

Mandatory ADR can take different forms. It can amount simply
to requiring attendance at an educational session which describes

dispute resolution options, or it can involve mandatory

participation in

a

particular dispute resolution process. It can

be by category of case (e.g. all personal injury cases must first
be reviewed by a case evaluator) or by a judge's referral of

a

specific case after a pre-trial review. It can occur after
filing, as in the examples above, or can be a prerequisite to
filing. These are questions of public policy that are customarily

made by

legislative bodies. Indeed Massachusetts already has

statute (M.G.L.A.

C.

211B, S 19) that gives the chief
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a

administrative justice authority, within limits, to establish

a

"mandatory alternative dispute resolution program."

While the task force expects that by 2020 the benefits of

ADR will be self-evident and that it will have "sold itself," in
the near-term the Task Force recommends that parties be compelled
to participate in mediation, arbitration, case evaluation, or

other dispute-resolving procedures where such referral would aid
in the more effective disposition of the case, provided that:

- the parties / rights to trial are preserved;

- a iudae has the power to allow a disputant to "opt out"

of the mandatory procedure for good cause shown;

- mandatory procedures do not impose any additional

financial burdens on litigants beyond the normal filing
fee

- referral is to highly skilled professionals; and

- mandatory automatic referral is not used in certain kinds

of cases more fully described below

4.

.

Exemptions from ADR - Some matters will be inappropriate

for and exempted from ADR. While in 2020 the comprehensive
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justice center's intake screener will have the judgment and

acumen to make such determinations, in the near-term a judge,
acting in his or her discretion, is the appropriate party to make

that decision. There are some classes of cases, however, that

present the difficult question whether screeners or judges should
be prevented from referring a case to ADR for reasons of public

policy.

The Task Force was sympathetic to the view that private
parties, assisted by the court, should be able to settle their

cases as they wish, unimpeded by public interests. Nonetheless,

two types of cases clearly point to possible limitations on this
view. First there are cases in which the public's interest is

paramount. Serious criminal cases are the most obvious example in
this category. Second, there are important cases in which one

party agrees to mediate but does so without the freedom or
competence necessary for meaningful negotiation. A dramatic
example of such a case might be spousal abuse.

There are additional, non-generic problems arising in

particular cases. For example, if ADR would interfere with a
party's ability to use the court's coercive power to obtain
evidence, or to bring an important third party to the table, or
to deal with a complex compliance issue, then the wisdom of using

ADR is questionable.
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The Task Force recommends that guidelines be developed that would

delineate the circumstances in which referral to alternative

dispute resolution is inappropriate

.

5. The Judge's Relationship to ADR - Until CJC intake

screeners are well in place, it is judges who can best decide

whether and when a case will benefit from ADR. The role of

a

judge in encouraging parties to experiment with DR procedures is

complex and sometimes subtle. Today it is often only

a judge who

can successfully encourage parties and counsel to give it

a try.

The task force recognizes that there are delicate issues of
potential judicial coercion here. That notwithstanding, the task
force recommends that judges be explicitly encouraged to refer
cases to ADR. The task force further recommends training for

judges in the uses and limits of ADR

.

A related issue concerns present-day judges performing some
of those functions which in 2020 will be performed by CJC

neutrals, specifically, participating as a neutral in

negotiations aimed at settling particular cases. Such a role is
not unknown today. Again, the task force acknowledges the
potential for coercion, most likely unintended, of parties by
judges. However, in our view the risk is outweighed by the

potential benefits of having judges involved from time to time in
some non-ad judicatory DR. Accordingly, the task force recommends

that the court provide, for those judges who desire it. education
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both in ADR and settlement techniques, and in the appropriate
limits on such

6.

a

role for

a

nudge

.

The Attorney's Role in ADR - The task force imagines that

in the future the relationship of the lawyer to ADR will be much

changed. While today the role of the DR lawyer is most often that
of an advocate, it was not so long ago that the role was just as

often that of conciliator. Counseling, advising and problem-

solving generally were the skills that attracted clients to
lawyers.

There is today a trend in some full-service law firms to

create the institutional ability to advise and represent clients
in all available DR forums. Indeed, some firms have "ADR

partners. 1,4 This trend is likely to continue as clients become

increasingly sophisticated about the range of available DR
options.

The initial attorney-client interview is often the first

opportunity for clients to learn about the potential costs and
benefits of utilizing any one of many DR options. The lawyer,
then, has a critical role to play in informing and educating

about the disputing environment. Accordingly, the Task Force
recommends that in every appropriate case attorneys discuss with
clients the advantages and disadvantages of all available dispute

resolution options

.
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7.

Openness of Dispute Resolution Proceedings - In the

future an increasing number of conflicts will be referred to nonad judicatory/ justice-system-managed DR processes. As in

adjudicatory proceedings, the issue of the public's "right to
know" poses real dilemmas, although in adjudication, at least,

the right is presumptive. The concept of public access is founded
on several principles: public confidence is enhanced by openness;

publicly supported DR processes must be as accountable and
subject to public scrutiny as any other public process; secrecy
holds out the possibility of exploiting weakness in

a party;

and

closed proceedings can affect third parties and the public
generally, all of whom have a right to know.

Privacy in DR also has its arguments:

a

private conflict

should not be the stage on which to act out grand policy
disputes; commercial transactions often involve business-

sensitive information entitled to confidentiality; and,

negotiated settlements are statistically more likely to succeed

when protected from the inhibiting glare of publicity.

A number of significant distinctions attend this debate.
Should the public have access to the process? The result? Or
both? Should a different standard govern adjudicative and

mediative proceedings? Should some members of the public (e.g.,
affected third parties) have different rights of access than,
say, the press? Should openness be determined by whether a court
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is called on to enforce an agreement? Should some specific policy

control or does judicial discretion on such matters better serve
the private and public interests involved?

Such issues are at the frontier of dispute resolution
policy. They will require much additional investigation and

consideration before satisfactory answers are found. In some
instances specific statutory provisions (such as open meeting
laws) may govern.

Given the considerations above the task force makes the
following recommendations

.

For court-connected proceedings:

- Adjudicative proceedings

(e.g.,

court-annexed arbitration)

should be presumptively open. The outcome should normally
be par.t of the public record.

- Settlement procedures

(e.g., court-annexed mediation and

summary jury trial) should normally be private. Any

resulting settlement should also normally be
confidential, unless the court, for good cause shown,

orders otherwise.
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For non-court-connected proceedings:

- Dispute resolution proceedings and outcomes should

normally not be open to the public.
- Where a court is called on to enforce the outcome of such

proceeding, courts may review the proceeding to be sure it

complied with procedural standards (e.g., the parties were
apprised of the desirability of recourse to an attorney)

B.

Quality of Service

The Task Force recognizes that high-quality personnel,
services, and facilities will be needed to ensure public trust
and confidence in the wide array of dispute resolution processes

that will be available in the future. The following

recommendations are intended to provide

a

framework for the

development and enhancement of that quality and public trust in
the coming years.

1.

Qualifications of Dispute Resolution Service Providers

- The skills of a good dispute resolver are sophisticated and

subtle. They should not automatically be inferred from either an

appropriate temperament or a law school degree. The Task Force
recommends that serious attention be given to assuring the

professional competence and integrity of dispute resolution
service providers

.

This is particularly true where the service is
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mandated by

a

court or where an outside provider receives court

referrals.

The development of standards to measure competent mediation

practice is still evolving and is likely to continue to do so for
a

number of years.

The task force recommends that the

Massachusetts courts establish

a

procedure for approving PR

providers who work for or on behalf of the courts. The task force
further recommends that in approving service providers the court
do so on the basis of ADR skills demonstrated in performance

evaluations and relevant subject matter knowledge demonstrated in
appropriate tests, rather than on the basis of traditional

credentials such as the possession of academic degrees

2.

Training

-

.

The most effective way of raising the skill

level of dispute resolvers is to provide all those who are part
of the process with high quality training. The Task Force

recommends that the Court assume responsibility for assuring
adequate training in the field of dispute resolution. There are
three target groups and objectives for this training

.

Mediation Training for Judges - Many judges mediate as

a

matter of course, reportedly with uneven results. Some judges are
concerned about potential conflict between the roles of judge and
mediator, and others feel they lack the necessary mediation
skills. As suggested above, we believe that those judges who do
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engage in mediation would benefit from training in mediation
skills and from formal discussion about the appropriate role of
judge-mediators

ADR Training for Attorneys

- The key to the vast majority of

settlements is (and in 2020 still will be) the negotiating

ability of attorneys. The more skilled their performance the

higher the number of settlements and the higher their quality.
The public, therefore, will be the direct beneficiary of

negotiation training for attorneys. In addition, as pointed out
earlier, attorneys have a fundamental responsibility to educate

clients about ADR options. The Task Force recommends, therefore,
that the court and the bar assume responsibility for assuring
adequate attorney awareness of ADR processes, as well as training
in negotiating skills. Further, the court should encourage ADR

education and skills training in law schools and continuing legal

education settings. The Task Force also recommends that, as

a

means of raising the awareness of law students and law schools
about the variety of ways to resolve disputes, the court move to

introduce issues of dispute resolution into the bar examination

Dispute Resolution Training for Disputants - The more
skillful parties are at negotiation and at using mediation the

more adept they will be in shaping

a

strong and lasting

resolution of their disputes. The Task Force recommends,
therefore, that the court assume responsibility for educating
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.

parties about dispute resolution options and training them in

negotiation skills

.

The courts could develop a variety of

educational programs to promote the availability and use of ADR,
such as brief, readily understandable written materials mailed to
the parties; videotaped examples of skillful negotiating

behavior, made available for viewing at CJCs; video games that

test negotiating skills; etc.

3.

Parties and Dispute Resolution Proceedings - In the

future, people who seek to resolve disputes and constructively

address conflicts will play a much more significant personal role
in the process. By encouraging parties to be present at mediation

proceedings we increase the likelihood that they will play

a

more

informed role not only in accepting or rejecting offers but in

shaping the process and the content of those offers. Furthermore,

experience has shown that parties who participate in settlement

proceedings are more likely to adhere to their outcome. For all
of these reasons and because participation is likely to be a

powerful educational tool for teaching dispute resolution
techniques, the Task Force recommends that, wherever possible,

parties be required to be present at dispute resolution

proceedings

4.

.

The Role of Technology - As described elsewhere in this

report, the task force foresees a major future role for

technology in improving access to dispute resolution proceedings
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and in improving the quality of DR outcomes. Technology will

facilitate long-distance "meetings" among parties, will increase

the ability of parties to manage complexity in disputes, and will
improve disputants' ability to assess future probabilities more
accurately.

In some cases the requisite technology is already available,

but will be improved and become more affordable by 2020. Teleconferencing, for example, has been in use for years by

businesses and the military to facilitate "face-to-face"
meetings, in some cases over vast distances. "Expert systems"
(computers that think) are already being used to assist in

dispute resolution. The Multi-Door Courthouse in Washington,
D.C., for example, has developed a computer program to help

diagnose the dispute resolution needs of cases at intake. And in

very large, complex cases, computer analysis of decision-making
processes has been helpful in managing data and in assessing the

probability of various outcomes. In the future, artificial
intelligence and other expert systems will provide DR processes
and practitioners with yet further assistance.

The Task Force recommends that the judiciary be open to the

opportunities that communications technology and expert systems
will offer in the field of dispute resolving, with the aim of
developing, as technology permits, a "court without walls ." This

would allow people who wished to do so to participate
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conveniently in DR proceedings from home, office, or community
center.

C.

Maintaining Momentum

To say that ADR has already had a profound impact on the way
courts function is an understatement. It is the judgment of the

task force that this impact will resonate even more loudly in the
next
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years, and will provide yet greater evidence of its

benefit to the courts, the bar, and, most importantly, the
public. The task force emphasizes, however, that DR methods and

techniques are still developing. It seems likely that they will
do so even more rapidly in the future. New issues will arise and

new challenges will have to be met. As the future draws closer
and these events unfold the courts and the bar must be prepared

and able to respond imaginatively and energetically.

To assist the court in this process, the Task Force

recommends that the Supreme Judicial Court create

a

Standing

Committee on Dispute Resolution, composed of judges from each of
the courts, members of the bar, academics, dispute resolution

professionals, and the public

.

Its principal purpose will be to

foster experimentation with and evaluation of new approaches to

dispute resolution. The Standing Committee will also help the
court maintain a leadership position in the ADR field and

interact with other DR programs and providers in the
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Commonwealth. The Standing Committee could also assist the courts
in translating this task force's recommendations into an action

plan, pilot projects, and experiments in particular court

settings.

The ADR movement has made the progress it has in

Massachusetts because of the energy of those in the movement and
because the courts have been receptive and supportive. The

Standing Committee on Dispute Resolution could help advance the

vitality and effectiveness of the Commonwealth's dispute
resolution system.
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APPENDIX
GLOSSARY
By way of informing the uninitiated, the task force provides

the following ADR definitions, taken from

Alternative Dispute

Resolution: An ADR Primer, The Standing Committee on Dispute
Resolution, Governmental Affairs Group, Public Services Division
of the American Bar Association:

Arbitration typically occurs in two distinct forms: 1) a
private, voluntary process where a neutral third-party
decisionmaker, usually with specialized subject expertise, is
selected by the disputants and renders a decision that is
binding; or 2) a compulsory, non-binding process (often called
court-annexed arbitration) which must be resorted to in some
jurisdictions prior to going to court. Each party has the
opportunity to present proofs and arguments at the arbitration
hearing. The hearing customarily is less formal procedurally than
court adjudication. The award may be supported by reasoned
opinion.
In court-annexed arbitration, if the parties accept the
award as a judgment, it is entered after the specified length of
time to appeal (e.g., 30 days) has passed and the litigation is
terminated. If one of the parties rejects the award and demands a
trial de novo, nominal sanctions may be imposed on the requesting
party (e.g., cost of the already incurred arbitration fees). In
some jurisdictions, greater financial disincentives (e.g.,
opponent's trial costs, attorney's fees, experts' fees) are
imposed against parties demanding a trial de novo if they do not
improve upon their position at trial, usually by a pre-determined
percentage (e.g., 10%), from the amount awarded in the
arbitration hearing.

Mediation is usually a private, voluntary, informal process
where a party-selected neutral assists disputants to reach a
mutually acceptable agreement. In some jurisdictions (e.g., child
custody disputes in California) parties are required to attempt
mediation before they can go to court. During the mediation there
is a wide opportunity to present evidence and arguments and to
explore the interests of the parties. The mediator is not
empowered to render a decision.
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There are three basic types of mediation:
.

.

.

Rights-based mediation is most familiar to the trial
lawyer. The lawyer may be involved either as the nonpartisan neutral or as a partisan representative. The
goal is to settle the dispute with attention to the
identified legal rights of the parties.
Interest -based mediation is more freewheeling with less
attention given to the individual rights of each party,
but with a focus on the interest or compelling issue of
the dispute.

Therapeutic mediation focuses more on the problem-solving
skills of the parties involved. The mediator may
emphasize the emotional dimensions of the dispute. Often,
the parties discuss ways of handling similar conflicts in
the future.

Within each of these types, a variety of styles of practice
exist. For example, some mediators prefer to meet with parties in
separate sessions or "caucuses." This is sometimes referred to as
"shuttle mediation."

A mediator's style depends upon the nature of the conflict,
its setting, the experience and resources of the disputants, and
the background and training of the mediator.
Negotiation is a voluntary, usually informal, unstructured
process used by disputants to reach a mutually acceptable
agreement. At the option of the participants the process may be
kept strictly private. There is no third-party facilitator;
disputants may or may not appoint individuals such as attorneys
to represent them in the negotiation. No limits are placed on the
presentation of evidence, arguments, or interests. In that
respect, negotiation is similar to mediation.
The foregoing primary processes are often blended in various
ways to produce a variety of hybrid processes. Some of the better
known hybrid processes are described below.
Private Judging involves the referral of a case by the judge
or by agreement of the parties to a party-selected neutral
decisionmaker who under statutory authority makes a decision
which is entered as binding in the trial court. The proceeding is
usually governed by statutory procedure and is flexible as to
time, place, and process. Parties present their proofs and
arguments to the decisionmaker, and a judgment is reached which
may be appealed through the regular appeals process.
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Neutral Fact-Finding may be either voluntary or involuntary
under Rule 706 of the Federal Rules of Evidence. It is an
informal process whereby a neutral third party selected by the
disputants or the court investigates the question in issue and
submits a report or testifies in court. The outcome is nonbinding
but the results may be admissible in court. This process is
useful in resolving complex scientific, technical, sociological,
business, or economic issues (e.g., patent infringement,
securities cases, environmental disputes, utility rate-making
cases) where the presentation of proof on issues is extremely
difficult, expensive, and time consuming. These disputes differ
from other types of litigation because they require empirical
investigation and analysis outside the ken of most people's
experience. Using a neutral expert will promote a fast and fair
settlement without the strategic posturing that sometimes
characterizes the litigation process.
Ombudsman is a third party selected by an institution (such
as a university, hospital, or governmental agency) to investigate
complaints or grievances by its constituents, clients, or
employees. It is a voluntary, private, and informal process. The
report issued is usually nonbinding.
Mini-Trial is a private, consensual proceeding where counsel
for each party to a dispute makes a truncated presentation of his
or her best case before the top official with settlement
authority for each side and usually, also, a neutral third-party
advisor. At the conclusion of this exchange (which usually lasts
a day or two) the principals attempt to settle the underlying
dispute. If they are unable to do so, the advisor renders a
nonbinding opinion as to the probable litigated resolution of
specific legal, factual, and evidentiary issues as well as the
probable overall court outcome of the dispute. Armed with this
additional data, the disputants enter into further confidential
settlement negotiations in an attempt to reach a mutually
acceptable agreement.
Summary Jury Trial is the jury equivalent of a mini-trial.
It takes place in a courtroom with a presiding judge or
magistrate and a mock six-member jury impaneled by the court from
the regular list. Counsel for each party makes his or her best
expedited presentation. Presentations are limited to evidence
admissible at trial. The jury's advisory verdict gives the
parties a reliable basis upon which to build a mutually
acceptable settlement. After the summary jury trial (immediately
following the procedure or within several weeks) the presiding
judicial officer will meet with the parties and counsel to
encourage settlement.
,

Moderated Settlement Conference (MSC) is a forum for case
evaluation and structured settlement negotiations between
litigants and their attorneys. It can be initiated by counsel or
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by the court on its own motion to develop and present issues
essential to a fair and unbiased evaluation of the case. Counsel
present their best cases before a panel of impartial third
parties, usually lawyers, who evaluate the case and render an
advisory nonbinding opinion for use by the parties in settlement
negotiations.

Although the formal rules of evidence applicable to civil
cases govern conduct in the MSC, the panel moderator may relax
the rules as appropriate. Statements and exhibits used in the
Conference are considered part of the compromise and settlement
discussions and are inadmissible at any later court proceedings
between the same parties. Generally, the only information
requested by the court from the panel is whether the parties
reached a settlement agreement.
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